Proposal: Revisions to Section 5, Chapter 3
Respectfully submitted by the Records Liaison Officer

Motion: to amend Sporting Code Section 5, Chapter 3 to allow as follows:

- Clarify the classification scheme of all records
- Add sub-type as part classification scheme for Sequential Large Formation records
- Re-classify records that have been classified in error, or overtaken by changes through time of the Sporting Code
- Clarify and simplify filing procedures and forms, especially for records set during FCE’s
- Provide detail procedures for the Record Officer (if changes in the duties thereof are approved)
- Approve submission of all documents via electronic means
- Move WS sub-class 2 records from Altitude/Fall/Flight to WS
- Move Vertical Speed (sub-class 2) records under the authority of judges, rather than OO’s
- Remove medical requirement from WS sub-class 2 records
- Amend medical requirement for Altitude/Fall records to be optional, but recommended
- Remove margin of error requirements in the case of GPS-based measurements.
- Clarify Joint Records versus Simultaneous Records
- Clarify Joint Records in sub-class 2

Commentary: Due to a major software issue, the final draft of the revisions is not ready at deadline. This draft will be submitted to the Rules & Regulations Committee as soon as possible. The Records Liaison Officer is only submitting this as an independent agenda item due to the deadline requirements, and will work closely with the Rules & Regulations Committee with the goal of withdrawing the independent agenda item.